Probe Image/CalcImage
Background, Matrix and Interference Corrected
Quantitative X-ray Mapping Is Here!
By Probe Software, Inc.

Designed for easy, robust, high speed acquisition and analysis,
Probe Image (for acquisition) and CalcImage (for quantitative
analysis), provide a complete solution for manual and automated
analog signal (SE, BSE, CL, etc.) imaging, and X-ray (WDS and
EDS) mapping of multiple samples under multiple conditions for
JEOL and Cameca EPMA instruments.
 Automatically launch Probe Image from Probe for EPMA for

completely automated acquisition of standard intensities and XRay maps, with automated peak and background acquisitions

Probe Image provides a single easy to use dialog
for intuitive specification of all imaging and
mapping acquisition parameters

 Easily save and recall previous acquisition setups
 Unlimited numbers of maps can be acquired
 All data is automatically saved to ensure reliability
 Beam, stage and Z-tilt stage maps easily and automatically
utilize your on-board instrument firmware macros

Complete Quantification and Output
 Utilize all
quantification methods
from Probe for EPMA for
correction of background
(off-peak or MAN
modeled), matrix
(analytical or high speed
Monte-Carlo) and spectral
interference corrections
 Numerous automated
output options for
presentation quality
reports including slice,
strip and polygon area
extraction

CalcImage Quantitative Classification and
Automatic Match Features

 Processing of X-ray intensity maps into modal abundances is
fast, informative and easy in CalcImage using our new automatic
Hartigan-Wong k-means clustering methods
 Maximum flexibility for subsequent quantitative post-processing
in CalcImage, including total sum, element by difference and
oxygen by stoichiometry, oxide wt%, atomic %, log wt%,
detection limits, etc., etc. images

CalcImage Modal Analysis
 Calculate phase centroid averages using the Processing | Modal
Abundances menu and perform an automatic match using any
compositional database
 Customize your report formats as necessary for easy re-use
 Calculate the % mass abundances based on default or specified

phase densities

CalcImage Fast and Easy
Quantitative Presentation Output
 Cross section and strip averaging presentation output

 Duplicate spectrometer acquisition and quantification for
improved trace element sensitivity

 Log weight percent scaling for mixed trace and major
element presentation

Probe Image/CalcImage
Intuitive and Easy Quantitative Beam and
Stage Scanned X-ray Mapping with Background, Matrix and
Interference Corrections
Seamless Standardization with Probe for EPMA, Easy X-ray
Mapping with Probe Image and High Precision Quantification
and Customizable Report Generation with CalcImage
Quantitative Classification and Automatic Match Feature
Fast and Easy to Use Modal Analysis and Mass Balance
Methods

Contact Barbara for a quotation today!
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